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For the first time has the instrumental music by Roman been collected and edited, by Ivan Shumilov. It is here presented in a facsimile of the autograph, and a series of piano reductions of the orchestral works. These piano reductions are made in the tradition of the 18th century style, and in such a manner that they also are playable as a duo for a descant and bass instrument.

A short biography of Roman

Johan Helmich Roman (1694-1758) "The father of the Swedish music" was born in Haraldsmöla near Kalmar. He got a thorough musical education by his father the court violinist Johan Roman who let him play violin at the Royal Swedish Court at the age of seven.

Queen Ulrika Eleonora helped him in 1710 to get a place in the Royal Chapel, and 1714 she funded his journey to London where he stayed in six years, studying for Ariosti and Pepusch and he also got greatly influenced by Handel. He was called "the Swedish virtuoso" as he got admired for his skills on the oboe and violin (he played all instruments in the orchestra). The duke of Newcastle appreciated his art so much that he employed him 1717. In 1720 Roman went back to the Swedish Royal Chapel, which was in a miserable state. He increased the number of musicians from 20 to 100, and provided with compositions for the Royal feasts. He introduced such vocal music by Handel as "Acis and Galathea" and "Esther" to the Swedish audience, and he started himself to compose vocal church music, which gave him the title "The father of Swedish church music". This even made him one of the greatest creators of a written artistic Swedish language of his time. He started a "seminarium musicum" which even caused him to become "The father of the Swedish Academy of Music". 1735-1737 he made another journey to England, France and Italy and met the greatest composers of the time. In 1740 he became a member of "The Swedish Academy of Science", 1745 he retired to Haraldsmöla where he dedicated himself to composing until he 1758 died in cancer. The instrumental works of Roman have been catalogued and given BeRi numbers by Professor
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Autographs

Compiled by Ivan Shumilov

CONTENTS

Book 1
Sinfonia in A for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 31)
Sinfonia in G for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 38)
Introduzione in e for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 44)
Sinfonia in d for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 27)

Book 2
Assagi for violin solo (BeRi 326, 351, 341, 352-354)
Ouverture in g for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 43)
Ouverture in C for 2ob, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 37)
Ouverture in F for 2ob, 2horns,2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 4)

Book 3
Sinfonia in A for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 16)
Sinfonia in Bb for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 19)
Suite in F for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 4)

Book 4
Introduzione in g for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 42)
Sinfonia in Bb for ob, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 28)
Sinfonia in G for horn, ob, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 19)
Sinfonia in F for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 17)

Book 5
Ouverture in F (1725) for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 32)
Sinfonia in G for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 15)
Sjukmans Musiquen in g for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 7)
Partita in c for ob, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 8)

Book 6
Sinfonia in G for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 21)
Sinfonia in D (1726) for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 33)
Introduzione in F (1731) for ob 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 35)
Ouverture in F (1725) for 2ob, fag, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 32)

Book 7
Suite in d for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 6)
Sonate a tre in g for 2ob & b.c. (BeRi 101)
Chaconne in E for vl & b.c. & b.c. (BeRi 242)
Sonata in D for fl & b.c. (BeRi 213)
Ouverture in g for 2ob, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 43)

Book 8
Sinfonia in C for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 18)
Sonata a tre in D for 2vl & b.c. (BeRi 125)
18 S.,tze von Roman vl & b.c. (BeRi 1 1/2)
Concerto in D for 2ob, 2horns vl & b.c. (BeRi 25)

Book 9
Oboe concerto in Bb for ob, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 46)
Violon concerto in Eb for vl, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 50)
Violin concerto in Eb for vl, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 51)
Violin concerto in D for vl, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 48)
Violin concerto in f for vl, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 52)

Book 10
Violin sonata in D for vl & b.c. (BeRi 219)
Violin sonata in F for vl & b.c. (BeRi 221)
2 Flute sonatas in e for fl & b.c. (BeRi 217-218)
Oboe sonata in g for ob & b.c. (BeRi 224)
Klaver sonata in C (BeRi 237)
Klaver sonata in A (BeRi 220)
Klaver sonata in C (BeRi 215)
Assagio for violin solo (BeRi 301-322)

Book 11
Sinfonia in B for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 11)
Sinfonia in G for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 15)
Sinfonia in D for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 24)
Sinfonia in F for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 40)

Book 12
Sinfonia in D for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 14)
Sinfonia in D for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 34)
Sinfonia in G for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 15)
Br‘llops Music in F for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 39)
Sinfonia in D for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 12)
Sinfonia in C for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 13)

Book 13
Sinfonia in A for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 26)
Sinfonia in g for horn, ob, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 30)
Sinfonia in E for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 3)
Sinfonia in D for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 24)

Book 15
Sinfonia in D for 2ob, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 23)
Oboe concerto in D for ob, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 53)
Sinfonia in e for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 22)

Book 16
Violin concerto in d for vl, 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 49)
Sinfonia in G for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 9)
Flute concerto in G for 2vl, vla & b.c.(BeRi 54)

Book 17
8 Sonate a tre for 2vl(ob), & b.c.(BeRi 108-116)

Book 18
Ariosti-Roman Recueil de piŠces for viola d’amore & b.c.

Book 19
12 Sonate a flauto traverso (1727) for fl & b.c. (Be Ri 201-212)
Keyboard transcriptions
Can also be played on descant and a bass instrument

Compiled and arranged by Ivan Shumilov
the price of a booklet is 14£/15€/150SKR
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Book 1
Roman, a musical portrait

Allegro, Andante, Non tanto, Allegro :in g
(from Sjukmans Musiquen BeRi 7)
Largo in g (from Sinfonia BeRi 26)
Allegro in G (from Sinfonia BeRi 9)
Adagio, Allegretto in D (from Sinfonia BeRi 14)
Intermezzo in D (from Oboe sonata BeRi 224)
Aria in g (from Flute Sonata BeRi 217)
Allegro in G (from Sinfonia BeRi 21)
Larghetto in g (from Flute Concerto BeRi 54)
Menuet in G (from Sinfonia BeRi 15)
Vivace in g (from Cembalo Sonata BeRi 229)
Allegro in D (from Cembalo Sonata BeRi 228)
Allegro in D (from Drottningholmsmusiken BeRi 2)
Larghetto in d (from Golovinmusiken BeRi 1)
Vivace in D, Allegro in G, Presto in G
(from Drottningholmsmusiken BeRi 2)
Lento in G (from Sinfonia BeRi 9)
Con spirito in g (from Cembalo Sonata BeRi 229)
Non presto in G (from Flute Sonata BeRi 204)
[Alla breve] in e (from Flute Sonata BeRi 205)
Allegro in G (from Sinfonia BeRi 26)
Larghetto in e (from Flute Sonata G BeRi 201)
Allegro in h (from Flute Sonata BeRi 206)
Grave in e (from Flute Sonata BeRi 206)
Allegro in G (from Flute Sonata BeRi 207)
Menuetto in C (from Flute Sonata BeRi 209)
March in C (BeRi 127)
Andante in g (from Flute Sonata BeRi 205)
2 Menuetti in D (BeRi 241)
Andante in D (from Violinsonata BeRi 219)
Menuetto & Trio in D (Shumilovos BeRi 377)
Ouverture con spirito, Allegro in F (from Br”llops musik BeRi 39)
March in C (BeRi 127)
Pieces pour le violon d’amour: [Ouverture], [Allegretto], Adagio, Largo, Gavotta in F :
(Ariosti-Roman Ro 99)
Con spirito, Allegretto in F (from Sinfonia Prinz Gustav’s Musique BeRi 10)
Allegro in d (from Partita BeRi 8)
[Largo]=Andante in F (from Flute Sonata BeRi 209)
Presto in F (from Sinfonia BeRi 10)
Andante, Allegro, Allegro molto, Cantabile-Lento :in Bb
(from Suite BeRi 102)
Vivace in Bb (from Cembalo Sonata BeRi 230)
Allegretto, Presto (from Suite BeRi 102)

Book 2
Sonates for piano, violin & flute

Violin Sonata 3 in D (BeRi 219)
Violin Sonata 5 in F (BeRi 221)
2 Flute Sonatas in e (BeRi 217-218)
Oboe Sonata in g (BeRi 224)
Klaver Sonata 4 in C (BeRi 237)
Klaver Sonata in a (BeRi 238)
Klaver Sonata in A
(Roman … Napoli BeRi 220)
Klaver Sonata in C (BeRi 215)

Book 3
Sonatas and Suites for piano, violin & flute

Sonata a traverso solo in C (BeRi 213)
Sonata for violin and b.c. in a (BeRi 239)
Sonata for flute (violin, oboe) in C (BeRi 361)
Suite in d for flute (recorder, violin)(BeRi 6)
Suite in F for flute (recorder, violin)(BeRi 362)
Suite in D ("Bilgers Musiquen" 1744)(BeRi 2)

Book 4
Sonatas and Suites for piano or violin/flute & bass

Sonata in e (BeRi 216a)
Sonata in Bb (BeRi 223)
Sonata in d (BeRi 243)
Suite in g from "Golovinmusiken" (BeRi 2)
Suite in D from "Drottningholmsmusiken" (BeRi 1)
Sonata in D (BeRi 108)
Sonata in F (BeRi 242)

Book 5
Sinfonias

Sinfonia in Bb (BeRi 11)
Sinfonia in Bb (BeRi 28)
Sinfonia in G (BeRi 9)
Sinfonia in D (BeRi 23)
Sinfonia in e (BeRi 22)
Sinfonia in G (BeRi 21)
Suite in g "Sjukmans Musiquen" (BeRi 7)
Introduzione in F (BeRi 35)
**Book 6**

**Sinfonias & Ouvertures**

- Partita Sinfonia in d (BeRi 8)
- Ouverture in G (BeRi 38)
- Introduzzione in e (BeRi 44)
- Sinfonia in d (BeRi 27)
- Ouverture in F "Festa Musicale 1725" (BeRi 32)
- Sinfonia in D "Freudige Bewillkommung" 1726 (BeRi 33)
- Sinfonia in F (BeRi 40)
- Ouverture in F "Br"llops Music" (BeRi 39)
- Sinfonia in C (BeRi 18)
- Sinfonia in D (BeRi 125)
- Sinfonia in A,(G) (BeRi 31)

**Book 7**

**Sinfonias & Ouvertures**

- Sinfonia in g (BeRi 42)
- Sinfonia in G (BeRi 19)
- Sinfonia in F (BeRi 17)
- Sinfonia in A (BeRi 16)
- Sinfonia in Bb (BeRi 29)
- Suite in F (BeRi 4)
- Ouverture in g (BeRi 43)
- Ouverture in C (BeRi 37)
- Ouverture in F (BeRi 5)

**Book 8**

**Sinfonias**

- Sinfonia in G (BeRi 26)
- Sinfonia in g (BeRi 30)
- Sinfonia in E (BeRi 13)
- Sinfonia in D (BeRi 24)
- Sinfonia in F (BeRi 10)
- Sinfonia in D (BeRi 14)
- Sinfonia in D "Taffel Music" 1724 (BeRi 34)
- Sinfonia in G (BeRi 15)
- Brolopp Music (BeRi 39)
- Sinfonia in D (BeRi 12)
- Sinfonia in C (BeRi 13)

**Sinfonia in G "Cantata vid Ny-Aret 1754" (BeRi 36)**

**Book 9**

**Concertos**

- Oboe concerto in Bb (BeRi 46)
- Violin concerto in Eb (BeRi 50)
- Violin concerto in Eb (BeRi 51)
- Violin concerto in d (BeRi 49)
- Oboe d'amore concerto in F (BeRi 53)
- Flute concerto in G (BeRi 54)
- Concerto for 2 Oboes in D (BeRi 25)

**Book 10**

**Golovinmusiken**

45 pieces composed 1728 for the russian ambassador (BeRi 1)

**Book 11**

**Golovinmusiken**

21 pieces Suite in G arr. for 4 recorders S-A-T-B composed 1728 for the russian ambassador (BeRi 1)

**Book 12**

**Drottningholmsmusiken**

Musik till "Kongl. Bil,gret 1744. 23 pieces (BeRi 2)

**Book 13**

**Musikalisk resa till Drottningholm**

Potpourri of 77 of Romans compositions. CD from a live concert included.

**Book 14**

**Musical almanac**

A Roman anthology for various instruments